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STEP 1:
ACQUISITION
CHANNELS

ANALYTICS DATA PIPELINE

STEP 2:
LANDING
PAGES

STEP 3:
CONTACT
TRACKING

Google
Adwords

Remarketing

SEO
Organic Traffic

Multiple ad groups are setup for
distinct services. These multi-client
tested, keyword optimized, location
based ads direct traffic to the corresponding landing page in step 2.

Remarketing is key to maximizing
interested prospects and optimizing
cost-per-acquisition. Remarketing
reminds recent website visitors of
your domainance in the industry and
directs them back to their respective
landing pages. .

SEO is required to direct organic
traffic to the site. Location landing
pages with SEO based on regions are
setup, along with site-wide SEO, to
direct traffic to either the homepage,
or one of two location-based landing
pages.

Service
Landing Page

Service
Landing Page

Location
Homepage Landing
Pages

The service landing pages are
designed to speak to the prospect
regarding the service they searched
for. These prospects see relevant
information, value propositions and
an offer complete with an urgency
directive - persuading them to
complete Step 3.

Our research has indicated that
relevant, service-based, landing pages increase the likelihood of conversion by over 40%. That’s enough to
put in the extra effort!
Depending on the value of the
service, we sometimes make pages
just for return visitors as well.

Facebook & Google

HVAC

Organic traffic is routed to either the homepage
of the HVAC website, or location landing pages
(targeting specific regions). The homepage has
calls-to-action, while the location landing pages
have incentive and urgency based offers,
prompting the prospect to complete step 3.

Contact Forms
Phone Tracking
Each landing page is built with a unique contact form that collects valuable information such as name, email address,
phone number and service needs from interested prospects. The contact forms send the data to analytics as well as to both
the HVAC and HVAC Growth’s tracking mailboxes. Phone tracking is built into the website to track leads that call as well.
Once the message is delivered, it’s time for the HVAC to respond and schedule the service call!

28 NEW
CUSTOMERS!

Analytics Report Data Crunching

The reports contain a lot more information than just the number of new qualified leads. We track
website visitors, website calls, ad clicks, ad views, and much more. Our reports are in-depth,
but we keep them simple enough to understand.
Want more information on your report?
Ask your HVAC Growth specialist for more information!
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